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Abstract: The increasing discharge of voluminous non or partially treated wastewaters characterized
by complex contaminants poses significant ecological and health risks. Particularly, this practice
impacts negatively on socio-economic, technological, industrial, and agricultural development.
Therefore, effective control of water pollution is imperative. Over the past decade, membrane filtra-
tion has been established as an effective and commercially attractive technology for the separation
and purification of water. The performance of membrane-based technologies relies on the intrinsic
properties of the membrane barrier itself. As a result, the development of innovative techniques for
the preparation of highly efficient membranes has received remarkable attention. Moreover, growing
concerns related to cost-effective and greener technologies have induced the need for eco-friendly,
renewable, biodegradable, and sustainable source materials for membrane fabrication. Recently,
advances in nanotechnology have led to the development of new high-tech nanomaterials from
natural polymers (e.g., cellulose) for the preparation of environmentally benign nanocomposite
membranes. The synthesis of nanocomposite membranes using nanocelluloses (NCs) has become
a prominent research field. This is attributed to the exceptional characteristics of these nanomate-
rials (NMs) namely; excellent and tuneable surface chemistry, high mechanical strength, low-cost,
biodegradability, biocompatibility, and renewability. For this purpose, the current paper opens with
a comprehensive yet concise description of the various types of NCs and their most broadly utilized
production techniques. This is closely followed by a critical review of how NC substrates and their
surface-modified versions affect the performance of the fabricated NC-based membranes in various
filtration processes. Finally, the most recent processing technologies for the preparation of func-
tionalized NCs-based composite membranes are discussed in detail and their hybrid characteristics
relevant to membrane filtration processes are highlighted.

Keywords: membrane technology; nanocelluloses; nanocomposite membranes; water pollution

1. Introduction

Water is one of the key cornerstones for human survival and development. Over the
years, the rapid growth of the world population, the fast development of industries, and the
drastic climate changes occurring worldwide have considerably contributed to the gradual
depletion of natural freshwater resources; which constitute only less than 3% of the water
available on the planet. The 21st Century is progressively moving towards the era of blue gold
(water) as the increasing need for fresh water has become more than a necessity [1,2]. The
situation is compounded by the ongoing pollution of limited freshwater resources because
of the high levels of urbanization and industrialization [3]. The continuous contamination
of freshwater resources through increasing human activities, not only deteriorates the qual-
ity of these endangered water resources, but also poses a serious threat with devastating
consequences for aquatic, terrestrial, and aerial fauna and flora [4–6].
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The vision of completely eradicating the global crises of water shortage and pol-
lution has directed countless environmental and science studies towards the search for
approaches to optimize usage, as well as prevent further pollution, of available fresh-
water resources [7–10]. Potable water production from the purification of seawater and
wastewaters using advanced and environmentally benign technologies has increasingly
gained attention in both the academic and industrial fields [1,11–13]. As a result, there are a
growing number of applications of membrane separation technology, a commonly applied
desalination and wastewater purification technique, with polymeric membranes broadly
utilized in various relevant industries as powerful tools for water quality improvement [14].
Essentially, numerous membranes have been developed through well-established prepa-
ration techniques using several polymers. However, the operational efficiency of this
technology remains critically affected by the fouling phenomenon which inevitably re-
stricts the overall performance of the process [14,15].

Membrane fouling involves the deposition and accumulation of particulate, colloidal,
inorganic, organic, and biological matter at the surface or within the pores of the mem-
brane [16,17]. This complex mechanism has severe operational implications including
drastic increases in trans-membrane pressure and sharp decreases in membrane perme-
ability and lifespan, which subsequently increase the energy demand and operational
costs [12,18]. Meanwhile, membrane fouling is strongly influenced by the material’s intrin-
sic properties such as pore size, surface morphology, hydrophilicity, and roughness [19].
Therefore, the use of smart and readily available raw materials for the development of
low-cost, high-performance membranes with excellent characteristics has prompted re-
searchers to focus on developing fouling-resistant, robust, and cost-effective filtration
processes [19,20].

The rampant interest in greener technologies has drawn attention towards the use
of biomass materials for membrane synthesis due to their environmental benignity, avail-
ability, and low cost [21]. Additionally, the latest advances in nanotechnology relevant
to the water treatment field provide a suitable platform for the control of the morpholo-
gies and chemical functionalities of these materials [22]. As a result, various potentially
good prospects accompanying a new class of nanocomposite membranes with exceptional
functionalities such as antibacterial, hydrophilicity, and adsorptive capabilities have been
presented over the last few years [21–24]. Among these, nanocomposite membranes made
of nanomaterials (NMs) incorporated within conventional polymeric matrices have been in
the spotlight. Their tuneable structures and properties, including permeability, hydrophilic-
ity, mechanical stability, and reduced ecological footprint, make them suitable for a large
variety of applications in the water treatment industry [21,22,24].

Because of their innate advantages over other nano-engineered materials, nanocel-
luloses (NCs) have gained increasing popularity as excellent green reinforcement materi-
als [25]. They are fundamental building blocks in the structural tissues of plants and wood,
making their usage as reinforcement materials an evident extension of their function in
nature [26]. Moreover, their superior ability to form hydrogen bonds enables excellent
inter-particle network formation, which is a good compatibility property. Other benefits
including low-cost, abundant availability, low abrasiveness, high strength, high aspect
ratio, large surface area, tuneable surface chemistry, and super-hydrophilicity make NCs
great candidates for the fabrication of high-performance nanocomposite membranes with
the capability to selectively remove various contaminants from aqueous solutions [4,27].

The use of NCs as reinforcement materials in polymeric membranes as a strategy to
overcome notorious issues associated with the applications of membrane filtration pro-
cesses is an increasingly widespread topic in the literature. While great strides have been
accomplished in surface modifications of NCs and their applications as nanosorbents and
membrane modifiers for wastewater treatment; limited research work has been dedicated
to the use of functionalized NCs in improving adsorptive, antibacterial, and antifouling
properties of composites membranes [28,29]. This review focuses on the critical analysis of
the recent developments regarding the synthesis of functionalized NCs-based composite
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membranes and their various applications in the water treatment industry over the past
two decades. Emphasis is placed on novel NCs production and surface functionalization
techniques reported in the literature as means to pave the way towards successful industrial
applications with an inclination towards membrane technology. Furthermore, commonly
investigated membrane fabrication technologies are discussed and the match between
membrane performance in improving water quality and their inherent physicochemical
properties is demonstrated. Finally, some perspectives on future research and develop-
ments of innovative processing routes to produce high-performance NCs-based composite
membranes are suggested as a potential approach to overcome current challenges.

2. Nanocelluloses

The advent and continuous developments of nanotechnology have restored cellulose
as a novel and advanced form of NCs [30]. Among other unique and naturally sustainable
nanomaterials (NMs), NCs have attracted increasing attention in various research areas in-
cluding membrane technology [4,30]. Depending on the cellulosic source and the extraction
technique, these NMs present various morphological features, remarkable physicochemical
and mechanical properties [30].

2.1. Sources and Categorization

The NCs family consists of (i) cellulose nanocrystals (CNCs), (ii) cellulose nanofibers
(CNFs), and (iii) bacterial nanocelluloses (BNCs) [30]. The CNCs are highly crystalline, rod-
like particles and they are referred to as cellulose nanowhiskers (CNW) or nanocrystalline
celluloses (NCCs) [31]. Meanwhile, CNFs are considered substructural nano-scale units of
cellulose fibers, sometimes referred to as cellulose nanofibrils, microfibrillated celluloses
(MFCs), or nanofibrillated celluloses (NFCs) [32]. On the other hand, BNCs are bacterial
fibers also known as microbial cellulose (MC) [33].

Both CNCs and CNFs are extracted from sustainable sources such as cotton, wheat,
hemp, beet, straw, algae, mulberry bark, and wood among others (see Figure 1) [21]. On
the other hand, BNCs are produced as exopolysaccharides by certain bacteria including
Sarcina ventriculi, Agrobacterium, Acetobacter Azotobacter, Salmonella, Rhizobium, Alcaligenes,
and Pseudomonas to name a few [33]. Due to its constituents (i.e., 18–35% lignin, 40–50%
cellulose, 25–35% hemicelluloses, and 4–10% of organic and inorganic minerals), wood is
classified as an excellent raw material for the production of NCs. However, its extensive
commercial exploitation makes it challenging to meet the market demand at a reasonable
price [30]. This has stimulated an increasing urge to identify alternative resources such as
sawdust, a waste by-product of the timber industry with limited industrial applications.
Consequently, sawdust-derived NCs have recently drawn a lot of attention as promising
materials with the potential of not only addressing environmental pollution but also
converting waste materials into valuable end-products [34]. A schematic illustration of
the isolation of each type of NCs from various source materials is presented in Figure 1.
Generally, isolated CNFs conserve the structure of the cellulosic fiber while the CNCs
consist mostly of the crystalline region of the cellulose fiber. The isolation of BNCs on the
other hand requires bacterial cultivation.

2.2. Nanocelluloses Properties Relevant to Membrane Filtration

Although the morphological and dimensional structures of NCs differ from one type
to another, their chemical composition remains identical. This provides them with unique
physicochemical and mechanical properties. Concerning membrane technology, there is an
emphasis on the surface functional groups and charges, mechanical stiffness, and biological
properties of the nanocomposite membranes [21]. A comparative summary of the sources,
physico-chemical properties, ecotoxicity, applications, and disposal techniques of NCs and
carbon nanotubes (CNTs), one of the most popular NMs is presented in Table 1. Notably, NCs
are derived from readily available, environmentally benign, and biodegradable resources.
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On other hand, CNTs source materials have progressively raised growing environmental
concerns because of their environmental persistence and non-biodegradability.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of hierarchical break-down and build-up from cellulosic sources to
nanocelluloses (NCs) substrates.

Table 1. Comparison of physico-chemical properties, toxicity, applications, and disposal of NCs and the most utilized carbon
nanotubes (CNTs), namely, multi-walled carbon nanotubes (MWCNTs) and single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs).

NCs CNTs
Ref.

CNCs CNFs MWCNTs SWCNTs

Sources Cotton, hemp, wood, algae, sugar beet,
straw, potatoes. Fossil fuel [35]

Length (nm) 100–250 >1000 >1000 >1000 [35,36]
Diameter (nm) 5–70 5–100 2–100 0.4–2 [35,36]
Tensile strength (GPa) 2–6 2–4 11–63 13–52 [37,38]
Young’s Modulus (GPa) 50–143 15–150 0.27–0.95 0.32–1.47 [37,38]

Ecotoxicity

Low toxicity
Inflammatory

cytokines in few
cases

Low toxicity
Pulmonary

inflammation
reported in few cases

Highest risk recorded with inhalation
and dermal exposure

Inflammation and oxidative stress
observed

[39,40]

Main Applications Packaging, cement, paper, automotive, food,
water treatment, biomedical and medical

Medical,
packaging, paint
Water treatment

Solar systems
Micro-electronics,
water treatment

[41,42]

Disposal Biodegradable Non-biodegradable [39,43]

2.2.1. Enhanced Mechanical Properties

The remarkable mechanical properties combined with promising reinforcement ca-
pabilities of NCs, have prompted their evaluation as additives in polymeric composite
membranes for water treatment [24,44]. The mechanical strength obtained from the amor-
phous (disordered) region of NCs has been reported to enhance flexibility and plasticity in
bulk composite materials; whereas, the crystalline (ordered) region improves the stiffness
and elasticity in nanocomposites [22,45]. Furthermore, the impressive physical properties
of these highly cohesive NMs in terms of semicrystalline packing and fibrillary formation,
are sustained by the ability of the abundant hydroxyl groups to form intermolecular and
intramolecular hydrogen bonds [22,45,46].

The mechanical properties of the NCs-based composite membranes are significantly
subjective to the volume fraction, stress transfer ability, aspect ratio, orientation of the NCs,
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as well as the NCs–matrix interactions. Hence, most studies focus on the effect of dosage
and surface modification of NCs on the mechanical behavior of the prepared NCs-based
composite membranes [13,21]. Over the years, intensive research demonstrated the increase
of membranes tensile strength with increasing NCs contents. However, Young’s modulus
of NCs-based composite membranes does not scale linearly with the concentrations of
NMs within the polymer matrix [27,33,47–49]. According to most publications, optimal
NCs dosages are achieved at low weight percentages (wt%). The dispersion of NCs at
low dosages within the structural network of conventional polymers has been reported
to induce significant morphological and structural changes. At higher loadings, hetero-
geneity occurs because of NMs aggregation within the polymer matrix [23,50–52]. Studies
presenting exceptional membranes mechanical properties at low NCs dosages include one
work reporting drastic improvement in tensile stress (42.4%) of a polyethersulphone (PES),
ultrafiltration (UF) nanocomposite membrane blended with CNFs (1 wt%) [53]. Another
work presented a 45.8% increase in Young’s Modulus of polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF)
nanocomposite membranes upon addition of CNCs (2 wt%) [54]. Xu et al. [55], fabricated
polyvinyl alcohol/CNCs/silver NPs (PVA/CNCs/Ag NPs) composite membrane and
reported a 42% increase in tensile strength after the addition of CNCs/Ag NPs. Another re-
search investigation using a combination of resin infusion and vacuum filtration, followed
by high-pressure treatment developed BNCs/epoxy and CNFs/epoxy nanopapers. The
resulting nanopapers displayed significantly enhanced mechanical properties compared
to that of the epoxy [43]. Previously, Peresin et al. [56] investigated the mechanical effect
of reinforcing PVA fibers with CNCs using the electrospinning technique. The result-
ing improvement in mechanical strength was attributed to the reinforcing influence of
the dispersed CNCs through the percolation network made up of the existing hydrogen
bonds. Lately, Jahan et al. [52] reported the production of CNCs/PVA composite mem-
branes. The study presented a sharp increase (25 times) in elastic modulus and a double
increase in tensile strength after the addition of CNCs to the PVA matrix. Additional
findings presenting the improved mechanical properties of NCs-based membranes used
for UF, nanofiltration (NF), and membrane distillation (MD) processes are summarized
in Table 2. The summarized data demonstrate that low NCs loadings are sufficient to
significantly improve the mechanical properties of composite membranes made of var-
ious blends, such as NCs/cadmium selenide (CdSe) and various polymers including
poly(3-hydroxybutyrate) (PHB), cellulose acetate (CA), and polyvinylidene difluoride–co–
hexafluoropropylene (PVDF–HFP).

Table 2. Enhanced mechanical properties of various composite membranes.

Material and Technology Change in Stress (%) Change (%) in Young’s Modulus Ref.

UF (PES + 1 wt% CNFs) 42.2 10.2 [53]
UF(PES + 4 wt% CNFs) 7.8 −5.8 [53]
NF (CNFs + PHB) 10.1 24 [57]
UF (PVDF + 1 wt% CNCs) 34.85 - [47]
NF (CNFs + CdSe) −11.1 −52.2 [58]
NF (PVA + 5 wt % CNCs) 31.9 - [55]
MD (PVDF-HFP + 2 wt % CNCs) 36.5 45.8 [54]
UF (CA + CNFs) 31.5 −30.3 [49]
UF (PVA + CNCs + Ag NPs) 42.37 - [55]
UF (PVA + 1 wt % CNCs) 69.89 - [55]

2.2.2. Enhanced Surface Chemistry

Cellulose, which is known to be a sustainable source of NCs, is a homopolysaccharide
made of β-1,4-anhydro-D-glucopyranose units [59]. These units assume a chair confor-
mation rather than lying perfectly in a plane configuration (see Figure 2). The hydroxyl
groups lie in an equatorial position, whereas the glucose residues are rotated through an
angle of 180◦ about the molecular axis [31]. The unique parallel orientation of cellulose
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chains within the elementary microfibrils initiates the formation of NCs with a hydroxyl
functionality on one end referred to as the “non-reducing end” and hemiacetal functional-
ity on the other end referred to as “the reducing end”. Each anhydroglucose within the
structural unit of the cellulose molecule bears three hydroxyl groups making the surface of
these NMs highly reactive and negatively charged (see Figure 2) [31,59].
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The application of NCs-based nanocomposite membranes in water treatment has
attracted increasing attention from researchers due to the high surface area and reactiv-
ity of these NMs [61]. Owing to their abundant free hydroxyl groups, these NMs have
been reported to significantly enhance the hydrophilicity and adsorptive properties of
composite membranes [59,61]. As a result, the asymmetric membranes possess excellent
water permeability and superior resistance to fouling [61]. Recently, Jonoobi et al. [62] pre-
pared nanocomposite membranes based on PES and various dosages of surface-modified
CNCs for the UF-treatment of licorice wastewater. The loading of 1 wt% of CNCs de-
creased the water contact angle from 72.6◦ to 62.7◦, making the composite membranes
more hydrophilic. In another study, Bai et al. [63] developed thin-film composite (TFC)
NF membranes by incorporating CNCs into a polyamide (PA) layer, forming a CNCs-TFC
on a PES substrate. The water contact angle of pristine PES was measured to be 66.5◦.
After layered interfacial polymerization (LIP), the water contact angle of the CNCs-TFC
membranes was reduced to 37.5◦ suggesting super-hydrophilic properties of the prepared
membranes. LIP also ensures uniform, dense, and strong deposition of the CNC-PA on the
PES support. In the same way, the densely packed CNC-PA characterized by a high density
of functional groups enhanced the formation of a strong cross-linked network that sustains
aggressive conditions of membrane cleaning [64,65]. Resistance to aggressive conditions of
membrane cleaning was further realized by Bai et al. [66].

Furthermore, the high surface area and reactivity of NCs could also potentially provide
these nanocomposite membranes with exceptional adsorptive properties in addition to their
inherent size-exclusion capabilities. These properties have unveiled research directions
toward a new category of hybrid membranes that are precisely tailored for specific applica-
tions in water treatment [21]. The latter was demonstrated in a project by Wang et al. [67]
who developed novel two-layered nanoscale microfiltration (MF) membranes doped with
functionalized “ultra-fine” CNFs. The MF membranes were tested for the removal of
various pollutants namely, chromium VI (Cr6+), lead II (Pb2+), E. coli and MS2 virus. Experi-
mental results indicated charge-mediated adsorption induced by amine functional groups
as the dominant mechanism governing the removal of Cr6+, Pb2+, and MS2. Similarly,
Ma et al. [48] impregnated CNCs into an electrospun polyacrylonitrile (PAN) nanofibrous
scaffold supported by a polyethylene terephthalate (PET) nonwoven substrate. The mul-
tilayered MF composite membrane exhibited adsorption capacity against crystal violet
(CV) dye which was 16 times higher than that of a commercial nitrocellulose-based MF
membrane (Millipore GS0.22). Recently, the combination of NCs and conventional poly-
meric matrices for the development of nanocomposite membranes has been increasingly
considered as a robust, green, and low-cost alternative. However, there is still a need to
develop guidelines in choosing suitable materials and preparation routes for the synthesis
of highly efficient NCs-based composite membranes possessing excellent permeability,
selectivity, and antifouling properties.
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2.2.3. Biodegradability, Biocompatibility, and Toxicity

NCs are mostly derived from environmentally benign resources; thus, making them
biocompatible and biodegradable additives for the production of various types of com-
posite membranes. For the past decade, toxicological studies have consistently reported
NCs to have no or low toxicity. There is no reported evidence regarding any adverse effect
or damage caused by NCs-based materials at a cellular level and genetic level, as well as
in vivo organ during bio-testing [24,44,68]. For instance, Ferraz et al. [69] evaluated the bio-
compatibility of CNFs-modified polypyrrole (PPy) composites in electro-actively assisted
hemodialysis membranes via a series of passive UF experiments (dialysis). Cellulose-based
composite membranes were more biocompatible compared to a few other polymers such
as polysulfone (PSf), CA, and unmodified cellulose. Another study by Razaq et al. [70] pro-
duced high-capacity conductive paper sheets by blending PPy and CNFs. The application
of the paper sheets for the electrochemical extraction of DNA oligomers was investigated.
The composite materials were reported biocompatible and cost-effective. A toxicology re-
port confirmed no cytotoxic effects of CNCs against nine different cell lines. The work was
conducted using 3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazoliumbromide, and lactate
dehydrogenase assays under a concentration range of 0–50 µg/mL and an exposure time
of 48 h. Similarly, Pereira et al. [71] evaluated the in vitro cytotoxicity and adverse effects
of CNFs on gene expression using fibroblasts cells as specimens. The work concluded that
there was no obvious toxicity at low concentrations of CNFs (~100 µg·mL−1). BNCs are
mostly regarded as the most biocompatible cellulosic NMs. This is attributed to the biosyn-
thesis process that takes place during their production. Moreover, experiments performed
on mice, endothelial, and osteoblast cells did not reveal any evidence of cytotoxicity for
BNCs. Despite the need for further investigation of the eco-toxicity of NCs, especially,
when incorporated within polymeric matrices for membrane fabrication, few studies have
reported most NCs-based composites to be non-toxic [72,73].

2.2.4. Dimensions and Aspect Ratios

The dimensions of NCs represented by their length (L) and width (w) have been reported
to widely vary depending on the type of the cellulosic source, the production technique, and
the conditions under which the production proceeds [74,75]. This geometrical feature endows
NCs with a high surface area compared to the volume. This is a key parameter in the
development of composite membranes because it enables excellent interaction between the
nanofiller and the surrounding polymeric matrix [75,76]. Microscopy and light scattering are
typical technologies broadly used to accurately study the dimensional properties of NCs. The
reported widths range between 10–50 nm while the lengths span a larger range; from tens
of nanometers to several micrometers, resulting in very high aspect ratios [74,76]. Inefficient
separation of multiple individual cellulosic fibers during production has been regarded as a
potential cause of the inherent large aspect ratios of NCs [75].

Recently, post-treatment methods such as differential centrifugation, ultracentrifu-
gation, and filtration have been broadly adopted to minimize the heterogeneity of NCs
isolated from a single source [44,77,78]. The anticipated success of NCs in the field of
water quality improvement via membrane filtration processes has been posited with the
exponential growth of academic publications addressing cutting-edge benefits associated
with the application of NCs-based membrane filtration processes. Subsequently, the design
of effective routes for NCs production that maximize yield and minimize energy consump-
tion as a strategy to reduce production-related costs has become an attractive focus of
research [77,78].

3. Production Techniques of NCs

The initial stage of the production of NCs involves the isolation of pure cellulose pulp
from cellulosic sources consisting of hemicellulose, lignin, and cellulose (see Figure 1).
Further processing of the purified cellulose pulp is required to extract CNCs and CNFs,
which are obtained by breaking down cellulose fibers into nano-size fragments (top-down
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process) [78]. The biosynthesis of BNCs is done in an opposite manner using a step-up
building process, from the angstrom scale to the nanometer scale [32,76]. Several process-
ing routes have been commonly applied to extract NCs with various morphologies and
surface chemistry properties. The most recent technologies are classified into three groups:
(i) mechanical disintegration, (ii) chemical processing, and (iii) biological reaction [21]. A
diagram depicting the various production schemes for NCs is illustrated in Figure 3. With
the focus centered around the improvement of production yields, the combination of two
or more conventional extraction techniques is the new norm. The synergy emerging from
these practices has been lately regarded as a great prospect with the potential to overcome
restrictions associated with each individual technology.
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Over the years, the mechanical disintegration of cellulosic sources has been associ-
ated with high energy consumption [77]. Additionally, most mechanical machines were
designed to handle materials of small sizes to prevent clogging. Consequently, the latest
studies have been addressing the pre-treatment stage(s) as a good prospect with the aim of
reducing the energy input during fibrillation and improving the quality of the produced
NCs [32,76,77].

3.1. Pre-Treatment Technologies for the Production of NCs

The refining process is one pre-treatment technique used to swell and peel the fiber’s
cell wall in an aqueous medium. This stage is essential in making the microfibrils more ac-
cessible for further mechanical or chemical operations during production. Thus, refining is
widely applied as a mechanical pre-treatment stage during the production of NCs [77]. Con-
currently, diluted acid or basic aqueous solutions have also been commonly used during
the chemical pre-treatment process of cellulose pulp. Lately, organic acids such as formic
acid and oxalate have been extensively studied to minimize equipment corrosion [21,32,79].
For instance, Du et al. [80] performed chemical pulping by hydrolyzing bleached softwood
to prevent clogging during homogenization. Successful isolation of formic esterified-CNFs
was reported. Recently, steam explosion technology has been presented as a promising
pre-treatment alternative. The treatment exposes cellulose raw materials to pressurized
steam prior to a steep pressure drop, which results in the break-down of the lignocellulosic
structure, hydrolysis of the hemicellulose fraction, depolymerization of the lignin compo-
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nents, and, finally, defibrillation. Over the years, numerous academic reports have shown
both the percentage yield and aspect ratio of NCs produced using this pre-treatment step
to be higher compared to conventional production schemes [77,79]. Fernandez et al. [81]
reported increased accessibility of the cellulose fibers from olive stones using a steam
explosion pre-treatment prior to the enzymatic hydrolysis of the cellulosic raw material. In
another study, Hassan et al. [82] suggested the application of ultra-high friction grinding,
as an additional pre-treatment stage of MFCs from bleached bagasse pulp for the pro-
duction of CNFs. An enzymatic pre-treatment step was conducted prior to the grinding
process, followed by high-pressure homogenization to enhance extraction. The gradual
movement towards greener processes has shifted the focus of research towards the direc-
tion of developing enzymatic hydrolysis processes as efficient pre-treatment alternatives.
Mild process conditions have been reported as sufficient to promote hole formation and
peeling of cellulosic fibers, as well as the production of fine fibrosis. This has been reported
as a strongly conducive stage to effectively nanofibrillate cellulosic fibers into NCs [44].
More recently, Rol et al. [83] addressed the issue of high energy requirements hampering
the industrialization of NCs by producing high solid content (20–25 wt%) suspensions
of CNFs using a technology that consumes 60% less energy compared to conventional
technologies. The process involved enzymatic and TEMPO-oxidation pre-treatments of
the cellulosic fibers followed by a twin-screw extrusion process. The isolated CNFs were
characterized by widths in the range of 20–30 nm and mechanical properties similar to
those of commercial CNFs.

3.2. Mechanical Isolation of NCs

Generally, the mechanical processing of cellulose involves the use of mechanical
energy to break down the pulp into smaller particles. To efficiently break down the
microcrystalline into a nanocrystalline structure, elementary fibril delamination is required.
Hence, the shredding of fibers is repeated multiple times to maximize the delamination
process [32,77,79]. Mechanically isolated NCs are clustered with larger dimensions and a
similar composition to the original cellulose pulp. Typical mechanical processes commonly
used to isolate NCs from cellulose sources include aqueous counter-collision treatment,
high-intensity ultrasonication, stem explosion, micro-fluidization, grinding, high-pressure
homogenization, and refining [21,76,84]. In a study reported by Amin et al. [85], CNCs were
isolated from microcrystalline cellulose (MCC) using a high-energy bead milling process.
Production yields ranged between 57–76% and extracted CNCs presented crystallinity
index between 85–95%. The produced CNCs were also characterized by good thermal
stability. In another work, Li and Liu [86] reported the production of rod-shaped CNCs from
MCC via highly intensive ultrasonication. Isolated CNCs presented diameters and lengths
in the range of 10–20 nm and 50–250 nm, respectively. The maximum recorded production
yield was 10%. Recently, the use of combinations of the aforementioned processes has
progressively become common practice to optimize production yields. Furthermore, the
use of an aqueous medium during the mechanical isolation of NCs has also been gradually
implemented to improve the delamination process. A recent study by Park et al. [87],
revealed enhanced defibrillation efficiency of wood-based microfibrils using a wet disk-
milling process for the production of CNFs. Higher tensile strength of the subsequently
prepared CNFs-based nanopapers was observed.

Although it has been commonly used as a principal treatment for the production of
CNFs and mostly as a post-treatment stage for CNCs isolation, the technology has been
associated with high energy consumption and the production of NCs with poor mechanical
properties. Hence, the development of low-cost alternative routes for the efficient extraction
of NCs is imperative.

3.3. Chemical Isolation of NCs

The chemical extraction of NCs has emerged as a robust approach and energy-efficient
process. Due to its short reaction time, acid hydrolysis has been widely applied for the
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chemical isolation of CNCs from various sources. Unlike mechanical disintegration, acid
hydrolysis selectively destroys the amorphous sections of the microfibrils while the crys-
talline regions remain intact. Therefore, it is mostly applied for the production of CNCs
and BNCs. The use of a large variety of acids for the chemical isolation of CNCs has been
investigated over the past two decades. These include sulfuric acid (H2SO4), hydrobromic
acid (HBr), hydrochloric acid (HCl), hypochloric acid (HClO), phosphoric acid (H3PO4),
formic acid (CH2O2), and maleic acid (C4H4O4). The influence of process parameters such
as temperature, residence time, fiber-to-acid ratio, nature, and concentration of the acid on
the inherent properties of the extracted NCs have been demonstrated in various reported
studies. Moreover, optimum production yields have been associated with relatively high
acid concentrations (50–70 wt%), reaction temperature within the range of 40–50 ◦C, and
reaction time between 30–90 min [21,45,56,88]. In one study, Kargarzadeh et al. [89] investi-
gated the effects of acid concentration, reaction time and temperature on the production
yield and properties of CNCs obtained from kenaf bast fibers. An optimum time of 40 min
was reported sufficient to achieve a satisfactory production yield with an acid concentration
of 62 wt% and a reaction temperature of 45 ◦C. Meanwhile, growing concerns regarding
the large volumes of freshwater required, the corrosion of equipment and the generation
of huge amounts of aqueous waste have progressively turned research attention towards
the use of solid acids for sustainability and environmental purposes [32,44]. Liu et al. [90]
addressed environmental issues associated with the use of conventional acids by devel-
oping a green hydrolysis process for the production of CNCs using phosphotungstic acid
(H3PW12O40). CNCs with relatively good dispersibility in the aqueous phase and high
thermal stability were successfully isolated. In another study, Carrillo et al. [91] used
ethylenediamine and urea to destabilize hydrogen bonds within the cellulose structure of
kraft pulp. Both chemicals were reported effective for enhanced chemical isolation of CNFs.
A different green method involving the chemical isolation of CNCs from bleached euca-
lyptus kraft pulp was developed by Du et al. [92]. A formic acid hydrolysis process was
applied using ferric chloride as catalyst. High production yields within the range of 70–80%
were reported and the CNCs obtained were characterized with excellent crystallinity and
thermal stability.

3.4. Biological Isolation of NCs

Enzyme hydrolysis is another extraction technique commonly used to produce NCs.
The technique utilizes enzymes to breakdown the cellulose microfibrils. With regards to
CNCs and CNFs, this approach is often considered as a pre-treatment stage to overcome
high costs and various operational constraints associated with conventional production
schemes. The enzyme system could either be mono-component or multi-component. In
addition, the combination of enzymatic and mechanical treatments has been reported to
extract NCs with better mechanical properties compared to those of NCs produced using
solely mechanical treatment [79]. Meanwhile, the biological production of BNCs involves
the gathering of 10–15 pores from the cell walls of bacteria to produce a nanofiber with a
diameter of about 1.5 nm (step-up process). The nanofibers can further self-assemble into
microfibers or fibrillary ribbons with diameters ranging between 50–80 nm. This process is
known as the culture method and represents the most commonly applied technology on a
continuous or semi-continuous configuration to produce BNCs. Various factors including
the culture medium composition, the reactor design, and the operational conditions have
been reported to strongly influence production yields and the intrinsic properties [21,33,75].
Nechyporchuk et al. [77] demonstrated superior flocculation capabilities of CNFs suspen-
sions produced with enzymatic pre-treatment compared to those of CNFs isolated using a
chemical pre-treatment. In another study, a 12% increase of the overall CNCs extraction
yield from cotton linter upon application of cellulase-based enzymatic pre-treatment was
reported [77]. Meanwhile, research studies are looking at the feasibility of using agricul-
tural and industrial-based wastes as nutrient sources for eco-friendly and inexpensive
production processes. Technically, Chen et al. [93] successfully cultivated BNCs-based
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membranes from different strains of the genus Komagataeibacter. Numerous morphological
and mechanical properties relevant to membrane processes were observed.

4. Surface Functionalization of NCs for Membranes Performance Improvement

In the past decade, research efforts have been increasingly focused on the optimum
design of NCs-based composite membranes with the potential to solve the trade-off cor-
relation between permeability and selectivity while mitigating membrane fouling [94].
Prior to their incorporation into the polymer matrix, surface modification of NCs is re-
garded as a promising strategy to control surface chemistry without altering the bulk
structure of the nanocomposite membrane [61]. Several surface modification techniques
have been developed over the years with the principal objectives of reducing the NCs
surface energy and increasing their degree of dispersion in numerous solvents [95,96].
Concerning membrane technology, there is an emphasis on the enhancement of the adsorp-
tive capabilities while maintaining excellent permeability and antifouling properties of
conventional polymeric membranes by incorporating surface-functionalized NCs within
their structural network [44,97].

4.1. Non-Covalent Surface Functionalization of NCs

Non-covalent functionalization of NCs is the easiest method utilized to coat their
surfaces with various surfactants through electrostatic attractions, hydrophilic affinity,
hydrogen bonds, or van der Waals forces. The technique does not require a significant
amount of energy. It also produces surfactant-coated NCs with a wide diversity of chemi-
cal properties suitable for many applications. The selection of the surfactant is strongly
guided by the end-use of the modified NCs [96,98]. In the field of membrane technology,
fewer studies have explored the use of the non-covalent surface modification technique for
the development of high-performance NCs-based composite membranes. Kim et al. [99]
reported the use of non-ionic surfactant sorbitan monostearate to modify CNCs for the
production of bead-free electrospun composite webs. Enhanced dispersion of the nanopar-
ticles in polystyrene matrix was reported. In another study, Mautner et al. [100] presented
the use of mixtures of pristine CNFs and quaternary ammonium-modified CNFs for the
preparation of nanopapers. The performance of the prepared nanopapers in removing
nitrates from aqueous solutions was noted as satisfactory and a maximum pure water flux
(PWF) of 150 L·m−2·h−1·bar−1 was recorded. Theoretically, the weak bonds created during
non-covalent surface modification processes can be easily disrupted by the existing shear
forces during filtration operations. For this reason, NCs-based membranes prepared using
this technology are more appropriate for low-pressure filtration processes. Over the years,
researchers have increasingly considered the chemical surface functionalization of NCs as
an advanced alternative.

4.2. Chemical Surface Functionalization of NCs

Chemical surface functionalization is one of the simplest yet most robust approaches
offering a large diversity of applications for NCs. Owing to their abundant hydroxyl groups
and very high surface-to-volume ratios, NCs are suitable for several chemical surface
modification processes [96]. These modifications have received remarkable attention
in membrane technology as they introduce various functional moieties on the surface
of NCs, tailoring their surface chemistry for various membrane-related processes. The
chemical surface functionalization of NCs can be achieved through oxidation, cationization,
esterification, silylation, amidation, and urethanization [21,59]. The reactions governing
these chemical processes are presented in Figure 4. The free hydroxyl groups present
at the surface of NCs play a vital role in enabling the attachment of a wide variety of
functional groups.
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4.2.1. Chemical Functionalization by Oxidation

Surface functionalization by oxidation is generally performed on NCs to introduce
carboxylic acid or aldehyde functionalities. The two most used reactions are periodate-
based oxidation and nitroxyl-based oxidation [101]. The former introduces aldehyde
functional groups from vicinal diols and the latter produces carboxylic acid functionalities
preferably at primary alcohols. Periodate-based oxidation has been carried out on cellulose
sources to produce modified NCs. The reaction proceeds via co-ordination of the 2,3-diol,
breaking the glucopyranose ring to form two aldehyde functionalities [74,78].

The 2,2,6,6-Tetramethylpiperidine-1-oxyl (TEMPO)-mediated oxidation is one of the
most widely applied nitroxyl-based oxidation reactions. It is regarded as a simple and en-
vironmentally benign surface functionalization process involving the use of stable nitroxyl
radical TEMPO to convert the hydroxyl groups present on the surface of NCs into their
carboxylic forms [96]. TEMPO-mediated oxidation is fundamentally applied to achieve one
of the following three objectives: (i) to convert surface hydroxyl groups into carboxyl func-
tionalities, which are useful for further functionalization reactions or grafting of polymeric
chains, (ii) to change the surface charges of NCs, and (iii) to be coupled with low-speed
mechanical treatment in order to break down native cellulose into nanofibers for a one-pot
production process of modified NCs. Generally, the required catalytic amount of TEMPO
is applied in the presence of a secondary oxidant to recycle the TEMPO reagent. Sodium
hypochlorite (NaClO) and sodium bromide (NaBr) are often used as secondary oxidants to
increase the rate of reaction. Additionally, the use of secondary oxidants has been linked
to full oxidation of accessible primary hydroxyl groups on the surface of cellulose fibers;
causing negligible loss with regards to their structural integrity [21,74]. Mautner et al. [102]
fabricated cellulose nanopapers using TEMPO-oxidized CNCs as raw materials. The pre-
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pared nanopapers presented a molecular weight cut-off (6–25 kDa) suitable for the rejection
of most organic pollutants in wastewater. Another work by Ma et al. [103] focused on
the preparation of TEMPO-oxidized CNFs-based membranes with diameters below 5 nm
and reported satisfactory rejection capabilities towards calcium ions (Ca2+) and pollutants
with a molecular size of 6 kDa. The application of TEMPO-oxidized NCs as membrane
construction materials for environmental remediation remains at an infant stage. However,
the growing research interest with regards to this process is illustrated by the increasing
number of publications summarized in Table 3.

Table 3. Summary of previous studies investigating various surface functionalization techniques and applications of
modified NCs-based composite membranes.

Modification
Technique

Modifying
Agent

Membrane
Technology Application PWF Ref.

TEMPO-oxidation TEMPO NF Organic solvent
rejection - [104]

TEMPO-oxidation TEMPO UF Polybead microsphere
rejection (>99.9%)

5-fold higher compared
to a commercial UF

membrane
[105]

TEMPO-oxidation TEMPO UF BSA rejection (85%) 100 L·m−2·h−1 [106]

TEMPO-oxidation TEMPO NF Micro-pollutants and
divalent ions rejection 180 L·m−2·h−1·MPa−1 [107]

Cationization EPTMAC - Dyes adsorption - [108]
Cationization EPTMAC - Proteins adsorption - [109]

Esterification Meldrum’s
acid MF Fe2O3 and dyes

rejection - [110]

Esterification H3PO4 UF
Copper II (Cu2+) ions

adsorption (190
mg·m−2)

2 L·m−2·h−1·MPa−1 [111]

Silylation APTES MF Licorice wastewater
treatment - [62]

Silylation MPS UF BSA rejection
(>98%) >90 L·m−2·h−1 [101]

Silylation APTES UF Cu2+ removal (90%)
and dye removal (99%) 28.42 L·m−2·h−1 [4]

Silylation APTES Forward Osmosis
(FO)

Total organic carbon
rejection (90.3%) 10.24 L·m−2·h−1·bar−1 [112]

Amidation PEI/GDE - Cu2+ and Pb2+ ions
adsorption (>90%)

- [113]

Polymer grafting Poly(acrylic acid) UF Cadmium ions
adsorption - [114]

Polymer grafting Poly(N-
isopropylacrylamide) NF Micro-pollutants and

divalent ions rejection 45 L·m−2·h−1·MPa−1 [107]

4.2.2. Chemical Functionalization by Cationization

The negatively charged surfaces of NCs inhibit the mechanism of self-assembly or
binding with negatively charged bio-macromolecules, nucleic acids, and certain proteins
through electrostatic interactions. Consequently, the surface charge reversal of NCs for the
design of advanced and multifunctional NCs-composite membranes has been regarded
as a promising alternative for robust applications [74]. The primary purpose of surface
cationization of NCs is to convert surface anionic charges into cationic charges by simply
grafting positively charged functional groups on the surface of pristine NCs [45,78]. To
reverse the charges at the surface of NCs, 2,3–epoxypropyltrimethylammonium chloride
(EPTMAC) and some other quaternary ammonium salts have been extensively studied as
cationic epoxy reagents. The reaction proceeds under aqueous alkaline conditions where
sodium hydroxide (NaOH) is commonly used to provide a basic medium. The alkalinity of
the system activates the hydroxyl groups and promotes the cleavage of the sulfate half-ester
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groups to ensure the pure cationic nature of the modified NCs [96]. Hydrolysis of the
cationic agent and the high probability of multiple reactions occurring are drawbacks
associated with this technique [21,101]. The preparation of cationic NCs and their potential
applications in fabricating membranes have been gradually investigated over the past
decade (see Table 3). This is attributed to the excellent antibacterial properties and the zero
chance of quaternary ammonium leakage into the environment.

4.2.3. Chemical Functionalization by Esterification

Esterification is another broadly applied surface modification technique. Over the
years, both homogenous and heterogeneous esterification reactions have been applied to
produce ester-based surface-modified NCs [79]. The heterogeneous reaction is character-
ized by the insolubility of the modified CNs that surround the crystalline core of unreacted
cellulose chains in the medium. Conversely, in homogeneous conditions, the partially
surface-modified nanoparticles split instantly and dissolve in the reaction medium [74,96].
The esterification process is conducted to introduce ester functional groups (-COO) on the
surface of the CNs. Organic solvents are often used to enhance the degree of substitution
during the reaction [74,79,96].

Notably, acetylation is a widely utilized esterification reaction wherein acetyl groups
(-COCH3) are introduced to the surface of NCs via a carboxylation process. Surface
acetylation of NCs has been performed using acetic anhydride in pyridine. Pyridine plays
the dual role of solvent while forming a reactive intermediate to drive the reaction forward.
Both sulphation and phosphorylation reactions have also been conducted as esterification
stages during the hydrolysis process [24,45]. Lately, the Fischer esterification process
combined with hydrolysis has been reported as an efficient synthesis route that enables
the isolation of NCs from cellulose fibers and their surface modification in a single-step
process. The reaction proceeds through the simultaneous occurrence of acetylation of
hydroxyl groups and hydrolysis of amorphous regions of cellulose fibers. Additionally,
the use of fatty acids and fatty acid esters instead of more toxic materials does not only
make the process a “green” and safe technology but also increases its viability for industrial
production due to the reusability of the resources [35,79,94]. Because of the hydrophobic
nature of the esterified NCs, their applications in the development of membranes for
the filtration process is limited. However, few attempts (see Table 3) have been made to
explore the potential advantages of this modification technique with regards to membrane
filtration technology.

4.2.4. Chemical Functionalization by Silane Coupling Reactions

Silylation is a surface functionalization methodology solely performed on CNCs. The pro-
cess involves acid hydrolysis of cellulose sources using a sequence of alkyldimethylchlorosi-
lanes. The reaction also generates alcohol as a by-product. The carbon backbone of the
coupling agent typically varies from a short length of isopropyl to longer lengths represented
by n-octyl, n-butyl, and n-dodecyl. The long chains of the alkyl group used are useful in
the context of trying to reduce the hydrophilic properties of CNCs [74,96]. The reaction
generally proceeds through the interaction between the oxy group from the coupling agent
and the hydroxyl groups present on the surface of the CNC. Methacryloxypropyltrimethoxy
silane (MPS) and (3-aminopropyl) triethoxysilane (APTES) are examples of coupling agents
commonly used. This technology has the advantage of allowing further modification of the
grafted chain depending on the used coupling agent. Moreover, the surface-modified CNCs
are readily dispersible in solvents of low polarity, forming stable suspensions with birefringent
properties [96]. With relevance to the design of novel NCs-based composite membranes, the
use of this functionalization technique has been relatively unexplored (see Table 3).

4.2.5. Chemical Functionalization by Amidation

Amidation-mediated modification is straightforward and mostly performed on car-
boxylic groups of pre-oxidized NCs. The coupling of various amine derivatives with
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NCs has been explored and reported. These include N-Ethyl-N-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)
carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDAC), polyethylenimine (PEI), and glycerol diglycidyl ether
(GDE), which have received remarkable attention. The amidation-mediated reaction is
mostly applied as an intermediate stage for surface functionalization. The modification
process tends to enhance the hydrophobicity of the composite membranes, thus, not fa-
voring water filtration processes [94,96]. Some reports presenting the exploitation of this
technology for the development of nanocomposite membranes are summarized in Table 3.

4.2.6. Chemical Functionalization by Urethanization

The surface modification of NCs by urethanization (also referred to as carbonylation)
is achieved by contacting an isocyanate with the oxygen from the hydroxyl groups present
on the surface of NCs to create a urethane linkage [96]. The reaction can either proceed
with an excess of n-octadecyl isocyanate without the use of any catalyst or in the presence
of n-butyltindilaurate as a catalyst. Regardless of the methodology adopted, the result-
ing surface-modified NCs are characterized by high hydrophobicity, thus, limiting this
technique for use in membrane technology [35,95].

4.3. Polymer Grafting on NCs

The process of grafting polymers on the surface of NCs can be generally achieved
using two approaches: the (i) “grafting onto” and the (ii) “grafting from” methods. The
first type of reaction proceeds with the attachment of prepared polymer chains, carrying
reactive end groups onto pre-modified hydroxyl groups at the surface of the NCs. In
this case, there is more control of the properties of the final product because the polymer
can be fully characterized prior to the grafting process. On the other hand, the “grafting
from” process was developed at a later stage to mitigate the issue of reduced surface
grafting density, limiting the applications of the previous approach [94,96]. The technique
involves performing in situ ring-opening polymerization (ROP) from the surface of NCs
using hydroxyl groups as initiating sites. Furthermore, the surface of NCs is tailored to
introduce various initiators that would enable different radical polymerization mechanisms
including atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) [21,96]. This surface modification
technology represents the gateway to limitless applications of NCs-based composites (see
Table 3). However, in the development of nanocomposite membranes, it could hinder the
interactions between the modified NMs and the polymeric matrix as well as the hierarchical
structure of the resulting asymmetric membrane.

Advances in the surface modification of NCs to produce high-performance composite
membranes remain at an early stage. Significant milestones have been achieved for the
successful incorporation of numerous functional moieties on the surface of these cellulosic
NMs. However, additional inputs such as guidance regarding the selection of appropriate
surface functionalization technologies with significant relevance to membrane filtration
processes are imperative.

5. The NCs-Based Composite Membranes: Processing and Applications in Water
Quality Improvement

Membrane technology is a relatively novel field in the water treatment industry. Hence,
efforts are centered around the design of innovative preparation techniques for production
of membranes that provide optimal access to functional sites, high permeation flux, and
superior antifouling properties. The application of adsorptive composite membranes for
the removal of trace amounts of heavy metals and anionic dissolved pollutants may lead
to a new class of sustainable technology. Over the years, various processing routes used
to develop NCs-based composite membranes and their applications in water treatment
have been reported in the literature. The most applied methods include phase inversion,
vacuum filtration, electrospinning, interfacial polymerization, and freeze-drying [97]. The
schematic illustrations of these techniques are presented in Figure 5. Detailed discussions of
each technique are presented in the following subsections. The interfacial polymerization
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and phase inversion involve more fabrication stages compared to the other techniques.
However, they are quite popular because of their simplicity and cost-effectiveness.
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5.1. The Phase Inversion Technique

Phase inversion (PI) is a simple process that converts a homogeneous solution into
a solid-state in a controlled mechanism [115]. The conversion can be induced through
evaporation, hydration, or thermally [116,117]. Among these processes, the wet phase
inversion is the most applied for the fabrication of NCs-based membranes. During synthe-
sis, NCs are generally added to a suitable solvent and dispersed by mechanical stirring
or ultrasonication. Afterward, a selected polymer is also dissolved in the same solvent.
The resulting mixture is stirred at an optimized temperature for a predetermined period
to obtain a homogeneous casting solution [13,118]. The final stage consists of casting
membranes of predetermined thickness on a petri dish before immersion in a coagulation
bath (see Figure 5). The surface morphology and pore size of the produced membrane
are controlled using solvents with different boiling points and a porous substrate (if ap-
plicable). Because of its user-friendliness, this preparation technique has been extensively
studied with an emphasis on the development of high-tech composite membranes for use
in low-pressure filtration [97,119]. For instance, Bai et al. [47] developed PVDF composite
UF membranes blended with CNCs using the PI technique. The experimental results
demonstrated improved PWF (up to 47.5%) upon the addition of CNCs. Additionally,
enhanced mechanical properties and rejection percentages of up to 92.5% against BSA were
reported. Comparatively, Bai et al. [27] explored the inherent hydrophilicity and mechani-
cal properties of PES composite membranes blended with CNCs and carbon nanotubes
(CNTs). The hydrophilicity of the CNCs-based membranes was higher compared to that of
CNTs-based membranes. Although both membranes presented higher Young’s modulus
and tensile strength relative to pristine PES pristine membrane, the CNCs-membranes
exhibited greater elasticity. Numerous additional investigations summarized in Table 4
demonstrate that the phase inversion technique has great potential in producing NCs-based
composite membranes with excellent characteristics. However, there is a pressing need
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to establish a valid correlation between NCs/polymer ratio and the resulting composite
membranes’ inherent properties. This will enable better control of the performance of the
fabricated membranes and pave the way to large-scale production.

5.2. The Vacuum Filtration Technique

Vacuum filtration followed by hot pressing (optional) is also called the “nanopaper
approach” (see Figure 5). This technology is applied at both laboratory and industrial
scales to produce layered structures of NCs-based membranes and nanopapers. At the
end of the process, the NCs are densely packed into a film/membrane with a network
of pore-dimensions in the range of the diameter of NCs (3–5 nm). Different dosages of
NCs suspension are generally used to tailor the morphology and porosity of the fabricated
membranes. Most importantly, the diameter and length of NCs used during the production
process strongly influence the pore size distribution of the membrane [13,97,118,119].
Karim et al. [23] reported the vacuum filtration of CNFs suspensions followed by the
coating of CNCs bearing sulfate or carboxyl functional groups for the preparation of multi-
layered NCs-membranes. Irrespective of the surface functionality, the NCs-membranes
exhibited enhanced PWF and high performance (~100%) in removing Ag+, Cu2+, and
Fe2+/Fe3+ ions from mirror industry effluents. Similar studies discussed in the literature
are presented in Table 4. Because the vacuum filtration technique involves the mechanical
infusion of NMs within the polymeric matrix, the possibility of leaching during filtration
or backwashing operations is a common issue associated with this technology.

5.3. The Electrospinning Technique

This fabrication technique typically produces multilayered nanofibrous membranes
with superior active surface areas and highly interconnected porosity [120–122]. Following
this technique, NCs-based membranes are prepared by incorporating the NCs within the
matrix of the electrospun membranes (see Figure 5). This has the potential to improve
the effective surface area as well as enhance the membrane surface chemistry for specific
applications such as adsorptive filtration [13,97,118,119]. Xiang and Frey [123] explored
the use of the electrospinning technique for the fabrication of non-woven fabrics in a
CNFs-based mixture of poly(lactic acid) and dimethylformamide. Excellent tensile strength
of the prepared fabrics was reported. Similarly, CNFs-based PVDF electrospun membranes
were produced in another study reported by Gopakumar et al. [110]. High filtration capa-
bilities of the composite membranes against Fe2O3 nanoparticles were recorded. Table 4
provides a summary of some NCs-based membranes fabricated using this technology.
Despite the progress achieved over the years, the limited production capacity and the low
reproducibility are restricting the large-scale application of this technology.

5.4. The Interfacial Polymerization Technique

The interfacial polymerization (IP) process generally consists of a poly-condensation
reaction between two monomers dissolved in immiscible solvents to form an ultra-thin
layer at the interface of a polymer substrate (see Figure 5) [124,125]. Initially, the polymeric
support (i.e., PES) is soaked in the aqueous phase for several minutes. Thereafter, the
organic phase is introduced onto the membranes to initiate the IP reaction. This technique
is suitable for production of reverse osmosis (RO) and nanofiltration (NF) membranes.
Typically, parameters such as reaction time, concentrations of monomers, and solvent types
are manipulated to control the morphological properties of the produced membranes. Over
the years, many studies reporting the successful application of this technology (see Table 4)
have also focused on improving compatibility between the aqueous and organic phases
to enhance the properties of the produced membranes. Moreover, the advancement of
modern science towards greener processes has led to the gradual use of environmentally
suitable organic solvents for large-scale production purposes [13,97,118,119].
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Table 4. Summary of previous studies investigating various production methods of NCs-based composite membranes and
their evaluation in membrane processes.

Fabrication
Technique Polymers Application PWF Contact

Angle Process Efficiency Ref.

Phase inversion

PES + CNFs UF for BSA rejection 813.3 L·m−2·h−1 45.8◦ 95% removal [53]
PVDF + CNCs UF for BSA rejection 230.8 L·m−2·h−1 - 92.5% removal [47]

PS + CNCs UF for BSA rejection - <50◦ >96% removal [128]
PES + Lignin CNFs UF for BSA rejection 692.3 L·m−2·h−1 <50◦ >95% removal [129]
PS + Lignin CNFs UF for BSA rejection 723 L·m−2·h−1 33.9◦ 97.1% removal [129]

PES + CNCs UF for BSA rejection 195 L·m−2·h−1 43◦ 97% removal [130]
PSF + SPSF

+
CNFs

UF for BSA rejection 137.6 L·m−2·h−1 59.5◦ 95.8% removal [131]

CTA + CNFs UF for proteins rejection 224.68 L·m−2·h−1 47.10◦ >95% removal [49]
PVDF + CNCs UF for proteins rejection 206.9 L·m−2·h−1 73.95◦ 88.2% removal [132]

Vacuum
Filtration

CNFs + CNCs NF for Ag+, Cu2+ and
Fe2+/Fe3+ rejection 6.0 L·m−2·h−1 - >99.9% removal [23]

BNCs UF for Ca2+ and SO4
2−

rejection. 25 L·m−2·h−1 - - [102]

CNFs UF for Ca2+ and SO4
2−

rejection. 10 L·m−2·h−1 - - [102]

CNCs UF for Ca2+ and SO4
2−

rejection. 2.0 L·m−2·h−1 - - [102]

TEMPO-CNFs UF for Ca2+ and SO4
2−

rejection. 2.0 L·m−2·h−1 - 34% removal [102]

CNCs Oil/water separation ~750 L·m−2·h−1 31.6◦ >99.9% removal [133]
CNFs UF for virus removal - - LRV ≥ 6.3 [134]

Filter Paper + AC +
TEMPO-CNFs + CNFs NF for E.coli removal 425 L·m−2·h−1 - >96% removal [135]

Cellulose Microfiber + CNCs UF for Ag+, Cu2+ and
Fe2+/Fe3+ rejection 900–4000 L·m−2·h−1 - >99.9% removal [50]

Cellulose Filter Paper +
EPTMAC-CNFs UF for NO3− removal 30 L·m−2·h−1 - ~13 mg·g−1 [100]

Cellulose Filter Paper +
Phosphorylated -CNFs UF for Cu2+ removal 2 L·m−2·h−1 - 19.6 mg·g−1 [111]

Electrospinning

PAN + PET + CNFs MF for E.coli,
MS2, Cr6+ and Pb2+ removal. ~1300 L·m−2·h−1 -

LRV of 6 (E. coli)
LRV of 4 (MS2)

100 mg·g−1 (Cr6+)
260 mg·g−1 (Pb2+)

[67]

PAN + PET + CNCs MF for E.coli, B. diminuta, MS2
and CV dye. 1 138.7 L·m−2·h−1 -

LRV of 6 (E. coli)
LRV of 6 (B. diminuta)

LRV of 2 (MS2)
4.3 mg·g−1 (CV dye)

[48]

PVDF-HFP + CNCs MD for salts rejections 10.2–11.5 L·m−2·h−1 123◦ 99% removal [54]

CA + CNCs UF for 0.5–2.0 µm solid
particles >2500 L·m−2·h−1 0◦–50.3◦ 90–99% dye removal

20–56% particle removal [136]

Interfacial
polymerization

PES + PIP + CNCs NF for Na2SO4 and MgSO4
rejection 16.8 L·m−2·h−1 37.5◦ 98 % removal (Na2SO4)

97.5 % removal (MgSO4) [63]

PES + PIP + CNCs NF for dyes rejection 16.8 L·m−2·h−1 37.5◦
99.75 % removal (Crystal

violet)
98.98 % removal
(Methylene blue)

[63]

PSF + PA + CNCs RO for salt rejection 63 L·m−2·h−1 52.7◦ 98.5% salt removal [137]
PET + PAN + CNFs RO for NaCl rejection 28.6 L·m−2·h−1 - 96.5% removal [138]

PET + PAN + PA + CNFs NF for salt rejection >28.6 L·m−2·h−1 55.8◦ 91% removal [139]
PET + PAN + PEG + CNFs UF for PEG 4600 rejection 40 L·m−2·h−1 14◦ >90% removal [140]

Freeze-drying Chitosan + CNCs UF for dyes removal 64 L·m−2·h−1 -

98% removal (Victoria
Blue 2B)

90% removal (Methyl
Violet 2B)

78 % removal
(Rhodamine 6G)

[126]

Alumina filter paper + CNFs NF for rejection of 10 nm
particles 2.43–5.49 L·m−2·h−1 - >80% removal [127]

5.5. The Freeze-Drying Technique

The freeze-drying technology is a straightforward process consisting of casting the
polymeric solution on a flat surface at a temperature below room temperature to form a
film of uniform thickness. Some of the organic solvent evaporates immediately. There-
after, the casted film is soaked in ice water to complete the build-up of the membrane
(see Figure 5) [13,97,118,119]. This technique was reported by Karim et al. [126] for the
fabrication of fully bio-based composite membranes with CNCs as functional entities in
chitosan matrix. The relatively lower flux (64 L·m−2·h−1) recorded was attributed to the
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nanoporous structure of the nanocomposite membranes. Removal of dye molecules such as
methyl violet 2B (84%), rhodamine 6G (70%), and Victoria blue 2B (98%) was successfully
achieved. Similarly, Zhang et al. [127] employed a freeze-extraction process to develop
ultrathin nanoporous membranes. The pure water flux of the membranes was recorded to
be 1.14 × 104 L·m−2·h−1·bar−1. The fabricated membranes were acknowledged as suitable
for filtration processes involving the separation of particles and substrates with diameters
larger than 10 nm from aqueous solutions. Because the technique is at a nascent stage,
progress remains at the level of laboratory breakthroughs (see Table 4). Further investi-
gations on the usage of green raw materials and process optimization could overcome
limitations challenging the large-scale application of this technology.

6. Conclusions and Outlook

Membrane separation is envisaged as a promising alternative technology for the
production of improved quality water. However, the industrial application of this technol-
ogy is hampered by limitations that include biofouling, and operational constraints. The
recent drive towards sustainable and green technologies has led to the rampant applica-
tion of advanced, renewable, biodegradable, and green NMs, such as NCs to substitute
non-renewable and toxic resources. A wide range of extraction and surface modification
processes have been developed and successfully applied for the facile production of NCs
with enhanced intrinsic properties. Over the past decade, several studies have expressed
benefits in exploiting the mechanical stability of these cellulose NMs, combined with their
exceptional surface chemistry for the fabrication of high-performance hybrid membranes.
Therefore, designing energy-efficient and safe manufacturing applications and disposal
routes for NCs-based membranes seems to be a robust approach for the commercial imple-
mentation of this technology globally. Several studies have also reported cost-effectiveness,
low to no toxicity, and abundant availability, thus, making them robust materials for
membrane modifications and applications towards water reclamation. Remarkably, the
increasing academic breakthroughs have provided more insights into the performance
of NCs-based membranes with a benchmark against other water treatment processes.
However, the improvement of conventional process conditions or the development of
novel processing routes for the production of smart and multifunctional NCs-based hybrid
membranes is imperative. This will significantly contribute to paving the way towards the
universal market realization of the technology.
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